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ABSTRACT

3



While the land surface is highly dependent on the atmosphere above it,

changes in the land surface can drive large responses in the atmosphere on

local, regional, and global scales. Surface properties control the partitioning

of energy within the surface energy budget. Changes in surface energy fluxes

can impact the atmosphere on local scales through changes in temperature or

cloud cover, and global scales through changes in large scale atmospheric cir-

culation. We test the sensitivity of the atmosphere to global changes in three

land surface properties: albedo, evaporative resistance, and surface roughness.

We show that the climate impact of changing a land surface property differs

drastically between simulations run with an offline land model alone com-

pared to coupled land-atmosphere simulations which allow for atmospheric

feedbacks. Atmospheric feedbacks play a critical role in defining the temper-

ature response to changes in albedo and evaporative resistance, particularly in

the extra-tropics, with atmospheric feedbacks accounting for over 50% of the

surface temperature response to changing albedo in over 80% of land areas.

Changes in each surface property drive spatially distinct patterns of atmo-

spheric feedback-driven surface temperature changes. By individually testing

the climate impact of the different surface properties associated with vegeta-

tion change, we improve our fundamental understanding of both how and why

changes in vegetation cover drive responses in the atmosphere. Additionally,

we develop understanding of the role of individual land surface properties in

controlling climate across spatial scales – critical to understanding the effects

of land-use change on Earth’s climate.
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1. Introduction46

While the impact of climate on plants has long been appreciated, the impact of plants on climate47

is an emerging area of research. The effects on climate of changing vegetation vary depending48

on the location of the vegetation change. Tropical deforestation can lead to warming, because of49

the high rate of evaporative cooling driven by transpiration (Bonan 2008b). Increasing tree cover50

in the mid-latitudes has been shown to modify local climate and cloud cover, as well as drive51

shifts large-scale circulation by modifying global energy gradients (Swann et al. 2012; Laguë52

and Swann 2016). Changes in vegetation at high latitudes can modify surface temperatures both53

through surface albedo and the atmospheric water vapor changes (Bonan 2008b; Swann et al.54

2010). The effects of historical land-use and land cover change have been shown to impact surface55

temperatures in offline (land-only models), while future land use has been proposed as a potential56

method of mitigating anthropogenic climate change (Canadell and Raupach 2008). In addition to57

directly influencing surface climate, interactions between vegetation change and the atmosphere58

can drive atmospheric feedbacks and teleconnections which further influence surface climate, both59

locally and remotely (Bonan 2008b; Swann et al. 2012; Laguë and Swann 2016; Kooperman et al.60

2018).61

Much of our understanding of vegetation-climate feedbacks comes from models of Earths’ land-62

atmosphere-ocean-sea ice system. Land surface models represent the biogeophysical coupling63

between the land and atmosphere through fluxes of momentum, energy, and water, which are in64

turn controlled by the land surface albedo, rates of evapotranspiration, and surface roughness. The65

climate at the land surface is determined both by the background regional climate as well as the66

characteristics of the local land surface; changes in individual land surface properties each have a67

different impact on surface climate. Albedo directly controls the amount of solar energy absorbed68
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by the surface; aerodynamic roughness controls the efficiency of turbulent energy exchange with69

the atmosphere; and the resistance to evaporation controls how much water can move from the70

land surface to the atmosphere. Changes in vegetation modify each of these surface properties71

in different ways. For example, consider a forest and a grassland. The forest is very tall, and72

thus aerodynamically rough compared to the grassland; this facilitates more efficient turbulent73

exchange of energy with the atmosphere. Forests are much darker than grasslands - they have a74

lower albedo, and thus absorb a larger fraction of incident solar radiation than grasslands. Some75

vegetation has roots which can access water deep in the soil even when surface soils are dry, allow-76

ing for water to flux from the land to the atmosphere in dry atmospheric conditions. Additionally,77

the leaf area and stomatal resistance of different types of vegetation control how difficult it is for78

water to pass through vegetation into the atmosphere. Shifting the land cover from one type of79

vegetation to another changes many these surface properties, and changes in different properties80

of the land surface drive changes in the surface energy budget and surface temperatures. Through81

these changes in energy fluxes, the land can drive changes in the atmosphere, ranging from small82

local changes in air temperatures or cloud cover to large, global-scale changes in circulation.83

Surface energy fluxes are the complex outcome of biogeophysical processes at the land surface,84

with changes in any individual surface property having a different effect on climate. In modern85

Earth System Models, it is often difficult to individually perturb a single land surface property.86

In a model such as the Community Land Model (CLM, (Lawrence et al. 2018)), surface albedo87

is the complex result of leaf and stem reflectance and transmittance, the orientation of leaves, the88

amount of leaf and stem material, interception of snow in the canopy, soil color, soil moisture, and89

snow cover. Evaporation is calculated from stomatal conductance for transpiration, a conductance90

for soil evaporation, and evaporation of intercepted water held externally on foliage. Stomatal91

conductance itself depends on photosynthetic rates as determined by the photosynthetic capacity92
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of the canopy as modified by light absorption, temperature, vapor pressure deficit, soil moisture93

availability, and atmospheric CO2 concentration. Because of these complex relationships, many94

seemingly simple properties of a land surface model, such as albedo, are actual emergent prop-95

erties of the model. As such, it is difficult to directly prescribe a change in a specific surface96

property such as albedo or evaporative resistance, or anticipate how a change in vegetation type97

may actually influence these surface properties. Davin et al. (2010) isolated the individual effects98

of albedo, evaporative resistance, and surface roughness when comparing the climate effects of99

forests versus grasslands using the ORCHIDEE land model, but such a modeling protocol is un-100

common. Alternatively, one can try to diagnose the relative contribution of each term to surface101

temperature from model results or observations (Lee et al. 2011; Boisier et al. 2012).102

Modifying surface energy fluxes through vegetation change has a direct impact on surface cli-103

mate. However, the changes in the atmosphere in response to these initial surface flux changes can104

feed back on surface climate, both locally and remotely. For example, modifying forest cover in105

the mid-latitudes can alter mid-latitude cloud cover, which in turn modifies the amount of sunlight106

reaching the land surface (Laguë and Swann 2016). Vegetation can also modify local precipita-107

tion (Kooperman et al. 2018), or remote precipitation by driving changes in large-scale circulation108

(Swann et al. 2012). These large-scale atmospheric feedbacks to vegetation change can result109

in remote climate and vegetation responses in regions far removed from the initial vegetation110

change (Swann et al. 2012; Garcia et al. 2016; Swann et al. 2018). Analysis of the climate impact111

of changes in vegetation which do not allow for atmospheric feedbacks, such as simulations of112

changes in vegetation forced with non-interactive data atmospheres (e.g. land models forced with113

reanlaysis) capture the direct surface climate response, but are unable to capture any of the climate114

response to vegetation change resulting from atmospheric feedbacks.115
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Changes in vegetation have been shown to drive substantial atmospheric responses in many116

modern ESMs (Gibbard et al. 2005; Bala et al. 2007; Davin et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2012; Medvigy117

et al. 2013; Devaraju et al. 2015; Badger and Dirmeyer 2015; Swann et al. 2012; Laguë and118

Swann 2016). However, changing vegetation type in a modern land model encompasses many119

simultaneous changes to multiple land surface properties, including albedo (through changes in120

leaf albedo and leaf area), resistance to evaporation (through changes in stomatal conductance121

and rooting depth), and aerodynamic roughness (through changes in vegetation height). Several122

studies using early coupled global climate models demonstrated the ability of changes in individual123

surface properties to influence global climate, including albedo (Charney et al. 1975; Charney124

1975; Charney et al. 1977), roughness (Sud et al. 1988), and land evaporation (Shukla and Mintz125

2013). However, there has been limited work exploring the individual impact of various land126

surface properties on climate using modern earth system models (Davin et al. 2010). In many127

modern land surface models, it can be very difficult to modify only a single property of the land128

surface; thus, in order to better understand where the atmosphere is most sensitive to a change in129

the land surface, and what physical surface properties most impact the atmosphere, a simpler land130

model than those found in most Earth System Models is desirable.131

In this study, we introduce an idealized land model, the Simple Land Interface Model (SLIM),132

which we couple to a modern Earth System Model. We use this idealized land model to examine133

the effects of specified changes in vegetation albedo, evaporative resistance, and surface roughness134

in uncoupled land-only and in coupled land-atmosphere simulations. These simulations examine135

climate sensitivity to specific land surface processes, identify different regional climate sensitivity,136

quantify the impact of atmospheric feedbacks to land surface changes, and provide a quantitative137

evaluation of how large a surface perturbation is required to achieve a desired change in surface138

temperature.139
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2. Methods140

We test the climate response to three properties of the land surface: albedo (how reflective of141

shortwave radiation a surface is), evaporative resistance (how difficult it is to evaporate water142

stored in the ground), and vegetation height (how aerodynamically rough the land surface is).143

a. Experimental Design144

In order to modify a single land surface property, while holding all other properties fixed, we145

wrote a very simple land surface model (see section b), which can be coupled into the Community146

Earth System Model (CESM (Hurrell et al. 2013)). This simple land model replaces the Commu-147

nity Land Model v. 5 (CLM5; (Lawrence et al. 2018)) within CESM; simulations are run coupled148

to the Community Atmosphere Model v. 5 (CAM5) or a data atmosphere, and a slab ocean model149

(SOM) (Neale et al. 2012). The slab ocean assumes ocean circulation does not change throughout150

the simulation (monthly heat fluxes are prescribed for each ocean gridcell, representing horizon-151

tal and vertical energy transport within the ocean), but allows sea surface temperatures (SSTs)152

to adjust to forcings from the atmosphere. SOMs allow atmospheric signals to propagate further153

than fixed SST models, but are much less computationally expensive than fully dynamic ocean154

models and don’t allow for climate signals driven by variability in ocean circulation. As such,155

the SOM provides a good compromise for studying the impacts of changes in the land surface on156

atmospheric circulation.157

In each experiment, we modify the value of a single surface property while holding the rest158

of the surface properties fixed. For each surface property, we run two sets of simulations: one159

where the land model is forced with a data atmosphere (‘offline’), and one running fully coupled160

to CAM5 (figure 1). In the offline simulations, we use atmospheric forcing data generated by a161

control simulation of CAM5 running coupled to the simple land model with the following surface162
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property values, which roughly correspond to a world where all non-glaciated land regions are163

grasslands: snow-free albedo = 0.2, evaporative resistance = 100 s/m, and vegetation height =164

10 cm. The offline simulations are all forced with the same 3-hourly atmospheric forcing data165

saved from this coupled simulation; we find the results to be qualitatively similar when the offline166

simulations are forced with GSW3P reanalysis, which is the standard atmospheric forcing dataset167

used to evaluate CLM5 in offline simulations (Lawrence et al. 2018).168

We perturb the value of each of these surface properties over all non-glaciated (in the present169

day) land surfaces. For albedo a , we use a = 0.1 (comparable to the albedo of a needleleaf170

evergreen forest), a = 0.2 (comparable to the albedo of a grassland), and a = 0.3 (comparable to171

the albedo of a desert) (Bonan 2008a), while holding evaporative resistance fixed at 100 s/m and172

vegetation height fixed at 0.1 m. For evaporative resistance rs, we use rs = 50s/m (low resistance),173

rs = 100 s/m , and rs = 200 s/m (moderately high resistance - see Fig. 17.10 in Bonan (2015)),while174

holding albedo fixed at 0.2 and vegetation height fixed at 0.1 m. For vegetation height hc (height175

of canopy) we use hc = 0.1 m (short grassland), hc=1.0 m (tall grass), hc = 2.0 m (shrub), hc176

= 5.0 m (short tree), hc = 10.0 m, and hc = 20.0 m (moderately tall tree) (Bonan 2008a). We177

use six experiments for the vegetation height simulations (rather than three as for albedo and178

evaporative resistance) because its effect on surface fluxes have more potential for non-linearities.179

Atmospheric forcing data from the fully coupled land-atmosphere simulation with a = 0.2, rs =180

100 s/m, and hc = 0.1 m is saved every 3 hours, and used to force the offline simulations.181

Each simulation is run for 50 years; we discard the first 20 years of the simulation to allow for182

the model to reach equilibrium, and evaluate the last 30 years of each simulation.183
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b. Simple Land Interface Model (SLIM)184

The simple land model used here (the Simple Land Interface Model, SLIM) allows us to indi-185

vidually modify different surface properties within a coupled climate model, to isolate their effect186

on climate. SLIM is described in greater detail in the supplemental materials of this paper.187

For this study, SLIM was written to couple into CESM in place of CLM. At every land location,188

the user can independently set each land surface property. These properties include the snow-free189

albedo, evaporative resistance, vegetation height (for aerodynamic roughness), the capacity of the190

land to hold water, the heat capacity and thermal resistance of the soil, the number and depth of191

soil layers, the snow-masking depth (the volume of snow required to mask the snow-free ground192

albedo), and the locations of glaciers. Hydrology is represented using a bucket model, where the193

resistance to evaporation from the bucket is a combination of a user-prescribed “lid” resistance194

(comparable to the bulk stomatal resistance of a complex land model like CLM) and an additional195

resistance due to how empty the bucket is (as in the GFDL-LM2 model (Milly and Shmakin 2002;196

Anderson et al. 2004) and Manabe and Bryan (1969)). Given semi-realistic values for albedo,197

vegetation height, and evaporative resistance, SLIM can qualitatively reproduce the climate of198

CLM5 using reanalysis atmospheric forcing data (see supplemental figures 2-9).199

At each time step, the land model solves a linearized surface energy budget to calculate a surface200

temperature and surface fluxes of radiation, sensible and latent heat flux, and heat uptake by the201

ground. A simple snow model allows snow falling from the atmosphere to accumulate on the202

surface and mask the bare ground albedo; snow is removed from the surface either by sublimation203

to the atmosphere, or by melting into the land surface.204
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c. Analysis Approaches205

For each surface property, we fit a least-squares linear regression model of a climate variable206

(e.g. surface temperature) to the prescribed values of the surface property (figure 2). Each surface207

property value has 30 points, one annual mean value for each spun-up simulation year. When208

fitting our linear model, we track how linear the relationship between the change in global surface209

property (e.g. albedo in figure 2) and the response of the climate variable in question (surface210

temperature in figure 2) using the r2 value of the linear relationship. We test if the slope is signif-211

icantly different from zero using the p value (where p < 0.05 indicates a statistically significant212

relationship at 95% confidence).213

In order to evaluate the climate response to physically meaningful changes in each surface prop-214

erty, we scale the slope by a somewhat arbitrary scaling factor chosen to show a maximum temper-215

ature change of roughly 1 K in the coupled simulations, which corresponds to maximum surface216

energy flux changes of approximately 10 W/m2. This corresponds to a scaling factor of -0.04 for217

albedo (the surface gets 4% darker), 50 s/m for evaporative resistance (increasing surface resi-218

tance), and -5 m for vegetation height (response per 5m shorter/smoother the surface becomes).219

For example, a slope of -20 K per 1.0 increase in albedo isn’t physically meaningful, as albedo220

values only range between 0 and 1. Instead, we scale the slope to get a change of -0.8 K (�20221

K⇥0.04) per 4% decrease in albedo. In order to evaluate the warming impact of each surface prop-222

erty, we look at the effects of decreasing albedo, increasing evaporative resistance, and decreasing223

vegetation height. This slope value is calculated individually for each gridcell, and presented as224

the climate response to each scaled change in surface property in the rest of the paper.225
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3. Results and Discussion226

a. Albedo227

The albedo (the fraction of incident radiation that is reflected) of different land surfaces varies228

greatly between vegetation and land cover types. Coniferous forest albedos range from 0.05-229

0.15, deciduous forests from 0.15-0.20, grasslands from 0.16-0.26, and soils from 0.05-0.40; snow230

cover leading to land albedos of over 0.9 (Bonan 2002). We scaled our results so that they are231

relative to a 0.04 change in land surface albedo; physically, this can be thought of as a conservative232

approximation of the albedo difference between a coniferous and deciduous forest, or a deciduous233

forest and a grassland.234

Albedo directly controls the amount of solar energy absorbed by the land surface, and as such,235

plays an important role in controlling land surface temperatures. If the land surface absorbs more236

energy in response to decreasing surface albedo, more energy must also leave the surface, either237

by an increase in turbulent energy fluxes (sensible and latent heat), or by an increase in longwave238

radiation emitted by the surface (increasing surface temperature). Over long timescales the storage239

of energy by the land surface is negligible.240

1) OFFLINE241

The differences in the pattern of temperature change in response to albedo in the offline simu-242

lations, where no atmospheric feedbacks are allowed, are caused by differences in (i) the change243

in absorbed solar energy (a function of downwelling solar radiation) and (ii) the partitioning of244

energy into turbulent heat fluxes vs surface heating.245

In the offline simulations, the temperature response to decreasing land surface albedo is largest246

in the mid-latitudes, and smallest at high latitudes (figure 3d; supplemental figure 10a). Because247
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the incident sunlight is weaker at high latitudes, the same decrease in surface albedo results in248

a smaller net increase in absorbed solar radiation compared to lower latitudes. This means that249

in high latitudes there is less extra energy that the surface needs to get rid of (either through250

warming or through turbulent heat fluxes), and the total temperature change is small. Conversely,251

temperature changes in the offline simulations are larger in regions with a large amounts of incident252

solar radiation at the surface (the tropics and mid-latitudes). Despite the fact that equatorial regions253

receive the most incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere, the large amount of deep254

cloud cover over the tropics blocks a lot of solar radiation, and the largest amount of downwelling255

solar radiation at the surface in the annual mean actually occurs over northern Africa and the256

Arabian Peninsula (supplemental figure 11).257

The temperature response to decreasing albedo in the tropics is smaller than in the mid-latitude258

deserts not only because of the difference in the incident solar radiation at the surface, but also259

because of differences in the amount of water available on the land surface due to high tropical260

precipitation rates. As such, though decreasing albedo does lead to an increase in the total energy261

absorbed at the surface in the tropics (figure 4e), that excess energy is removed from the surface262

primarily by evaporating more water (figure 4h), negating the need for increased surface tempera-263

tures and changes in upwards longwave radiation (figure 4f). The largest temperature changes in264

the offline simulations occur in sunny, dry regions such as the Sahara and Arabian Peninsula where265

latent cooling is not able to occur and the excess absorbed solar energy is balanced by increased266

surface temperatures and sensible heat fluxes (figure 4f, g).267

2) COUPLED268

In our offline simulations, the climate impact of a change in a land surface property represents269

the response independent of any atmospheric feedbacks. That is, the changes are driven only270
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by the surface energy budget adjustment to the local change in surface property (figure 1a), and271

not by any change in atmospheric temperature, cloud cover, etc, which may occur due to any272

interaction with the atmosphere (figure 1b and c). Rather, changes in energy fluxes would be273

transmitted to the atmosphere, with potential resulting interactions and feedbacks between the274

land and the atmosphere. Interactions with the atmosphere could cause further changes in surface275

climate through several pathways, three of which are discussed here. First, changes in atmospheric276

air temperature could modify the magnitude of downwelling longwave radiation and the surface-277

to-atmosphere temperature gradient which influences sensible heat flux. Second, changes in cloud278

cover could modify the magnitude of both downwelling shortwave and longwave radiation at the279

surface. Third, changes in humidity could modify the vertical moisture gradient which influences280

latent heat flux.281

In the coupled simulations, not only is the response of surface temperature to decreasing albedo282

much larger in magnitude compared with the offline simulations, but it is also drastically different283

in spatial pattern (figure 3a vs d). Rather than the high latitudes having the smallest temperature284

response to decreased albedo, they now have some of the largest warming signals (along with285

hot, dry regions in the mid-latitudes). The magnitude of warming at the surface in the coupled286

simulations is larger than in the offline simulations in almost all regions, with the exception of287

equatorial Africa. When the atmosphere is allowed to respond (coupled simulations), decreasing288

the surface albedo still generally leads to an increase in absorbed shortwave radiation. However,289

the change in absorbed energy is smaller in magnitude and has a different spatial pattern than in290

the offline simulations, with near-zero changes in absorbed shortwave radiation in the parts of the291

tropics and high latitudes, and the largest increases in absorbed solar radiation occurring over the292

mid-latitudes and parts of tropical South America (compare figure 4a and d). Surprisingly, there293

are some locations where decreasing albedo actually leads to slightly less absorbed solar radiation294
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at the surface. This response is most notable in the coupled simulation over equatorial Africa,295

and is the result of increased cloud cover over this region reducing the incident solar radiation296

(supplemental figure 12). For example, in equatorial Africa the coupled simulations show no297

change in absorbed solar radiation as surface albedo is decreased, while the offline simulations298

show a large increase in absorbed solar radiation.299

Across the tropics, decreasing albedo leads to much larger increases in latent heat flux in the300

coupled simulations than in the offline simulations, most notably over India, equatorial Africa,301

Indonesia, and the western Amazon. Many of these regions also stand out as having a decrease302

in net longwave radiation at the surface, despite surface warming. In these regions, the increases303

in upwards longwave radiation (a function of surface temperature) are larger than the increases in304

downwelling longwave radiation associated with atmospheric warming, resulting in the decrease305

in net longwave radiation at the surface.306

The increase in annual mean surface temperature at high latitudes is largest in autumn and winter307

(not shown), when the incoming insolation is very small. This is surprising, as decreasing surface308

albedo during dark months has a much smaller impact on absorbed shortwave radiation than de-309

creasing albedo during bright months; moreover, much of the high-latitude land surface is covered310

with (bright) snow during the winter months, masking the direct change in surface albedo. This311

suggests that the high-latitude winter warming is not locally driven: there is a significant increase312

in energy transport into the Arctic region, leading to high-latitude warming driven by changes in313

energy transport which itself is driven by changes in tropical and mid-latitude albedo (see figure314

9a as discussed below). Additionally, there is significant loss of sea ice (largest in September) for315

the reduced albedo simulations, corresponding to a large warming signal over the entire Arctic316

Ocean region (supplemental figure 13).317
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b. Evaporative Resistance318

Vegetation can directly control the evaporative resistance of a surface through the opening and319

closing of stomata on their leaves. The evaporative resistance of a surface is also controlled by soil320

properties, vegetation root depth, and how much water is available in the soil. Here, we present321

results for a 50 s/m change in the evaporative resistance of the land surface. The total resistance322

to evaporation is a combination of the surface resistance (which we perturb) and the resistance323

associated with how dry the soil is. Changing the evaporative resistance of the land surface has324

no direct effect on the total amount of energy absorbed by the surface; rather, it controls the325

partitioning between latent and sensible heat fluxes (figure 5). In general we expect that a surface326

with higher resistance would have relatively more sensible and less latent heat flux, leading to327

higher surface temperatures relative to a surface with lower resistance.328

1) OFFLINE329

Our offline simulations show the largest change in surface temperature in the wettest regions330

of the tropics (figure 3e). This response is intuitive: increasing resistance in these regions causes331

a large reduction in latent heat flux (figure 5h), which is compensated for by surface warming,332

increased sensible heat flux, and increased upwards longwave radiation (figure 5f, g). Dry re-333

gions (e.g. the Sahara and central Australia) have no temperature response to increasing surface334

resistance in the offline simulations: these regions have very little water on the land surface and335

near-zero latent heat fluxes, so making it more difficult to evaporate water does not result in any336

substantial changes to the actual magnitude of latent heat flux, and thus there is no compensating337

change in the other terms of the surface energy budget. The amount of shortwave radiation ab-338

sorbed at the surface is only a function of the downwelling shortwave radiation and the albedo of339

a surface; as such, increasing evaporative resistance in offline simulations has no impact on the340
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absorbed solar energy at the surface (figure 5e). Instead, evaporative resistance directly controls341

the partitioning of energy between turbulent heat fluxes.342

2) COUPLED343

As with albedo, the pattern and magnitude of the surface temperature response to increasing344

evaporative resistance over land have a larger magnitude and a spatially distinct pattern in our345

coupled simulations compared to their offline counterparts (figure 3b). Rather than in the wettest346

tropical regions, our coupled simulations have the largest changes in surface temperature in re-347

sponse to decreasing surface resistance in the mid-to-high latitudes. Dry regions in the subtropics348

have the smallest change in surface temperature when evaporative resistance is increased, but these349

regions still show more warming than in the offline simulations.350

One of the largest changes in surface temperature in response to increased evaporative resistance351

occurs over southeastern North America. Over this region, there is a slight decrease in evaporation352

in both the coupled and offline simulations (compare figure 5d and h). However, the changes to353

temperature and energy fluxes are otherwise quite different. In the coupled simulation, increased354

evaporative resistance at the land surface drives warming and drying of the regional atmosphere.355

The warming and drying of the lower troposphere in this region leads to a decrease in relative356

humidity and a decrease in low cloud cover (not shown). The reduction in cloud cover in turn357

allows more solar radiation to reach the surface, causing surface temperatures to rise. Averaged358

over the region from 85 to 100� W and 32 to 45 �N, a 50 s/m increase in evaporative resistance359

leads to a 6.2 W/m2 in absorbed solar radiation in the coupled simulations. This increase in360

energy into the land system over this region results in a temperature increase of roughly 0.9 K361

in the coupled simulation, compared to a warming of only 0.2 K in the uncoupled simulation362

(per 50 s/m increase in evaporative resistance). This cloud feedback is particularly interesting363
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as evaporative resistance cannot directly modify the amount of energy absorbed by the surface.364

However, when the atmosphere is allowed to respond to the decrease in latent heat flux driven365

by increased evaporative resistance, cloud feedbacks result in an increase in downwelling solar366

radiation, and thus an increase in net absorbed solar radiation despite there being no change in367

surface albedo.368

c. Roughness369

1) OFFLINE370

Changing the height of vegetation changes the aerodynamic roughness of the land surface, and371

thus how effectively turbulent energy fluxes can be exchanged with the atmosphere. Decreasing372

surface roughness makes it harder to remove energy from the land surface by turbulent mixing; as373

such, it leads to a reduction in sensible heat flux, with an equal and opposite increase in longwave374

radiation corresponding to an increase in surface temperature, with little to no impact on latent heat375

flux (figure 6f-h). Roughness has no direct effect on albedo, and thus in the offline simulations has376

no impact on the amount of energy being absorbed by the land (figure 6e).377

2) COUPLED378

Unlike decreasing albedo and increasing evaporative resistance, which result in larger temper-379

ature changes with different spatial patterns in the coupled compared to the offline simulations,380

decreasing surface roughness results in a similar pattern of warming in the coupled vs offline381

simulations. Moreover, the warming is actually weaker in the coupled simulations (figure 3c, f).382

This occurs because in the coupled simulations, the atmosphere can respond to the change in383

surface fluxes by changing temperature aloft. For a given surface roughness, the magnitude of384

the sensible heat flux is a function of the temperature difference between the air in the lowest385
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level of the atmosphere and the surface temperature. In the coupled simulations, the air in the386

lowest level of the atmosphere can change temperature in response to forcing from the surface,387

while in the offline simulations, the air temperature visible to the land model is unaffected by any388

changes to the land surface. The air in the lowest level of the atmosphere warms as the surface389

becomes smoother. With all else held equal, this reduces the temperature gradient between the390

surface and the atmosphere, thus resulting in smaller changes to sensible heat fluxes, and thus391

smaller changes to longwave radiation (which balance the change in sensible heat flux as surface392

roughness changes).393

In both the offline and coupled experiments, decreasing the vegetation height (and thus the394

surface roughness) has the largest impact on temperature in the warmest regions of the globe,395

with much smaller annual mean temperature increases in the high latitudes. As the roughness of a396

surface should impact how efficiently turbulent heat can be moved away from the surface, it should397

have the largest impact on surface temperatures in regions where turbulent heat fluxes play a large398

role in balancing the surface energy budget.399

During winter in the high latitudes, air temperatures can be substantially warmer than surface400

temperatures; as such, decreasing surface roughness, which decreases turbulent heat exchange,401

actually leads to a cooling of the surface (supplemental figure 14), rather than the more typical402

warming effect, as turbulent mixing of sensible heat actually moves warm air from the atmosphere403

down to the surface in these regions. In the coupled simulations, where temperatures in the lower404

atmosphere can adjust to surface temperatures, this response is not significant. However, in the405

offline simulations where lower atmospheric temperatures are held fixed, this mechanism causes406

surface smoothing to drive large cooling signal over high northern latitudes. This (wintertime)407

cooling in the offline simulations drives the sign difference in the amount of warming coming408

from the atmosphere (figure 7c).409
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d. Feedbacks410

In the real world, as well as in our coupled simulations, the land surface does not respond411

to forcing in isolation – changes in surface energy fluxes are communicated to the atmosphere,412

and can drive changes in atmospheric temperature, humidity, cloud cover, and circulation as noted413

above. Many of these atmospheric responses to changes in surface energy fluxes can then feedback414

on the surface energy budget itself. For example, a change in cloud cover driven by some initial415

surface change could lead to a subsequent change in solar radiation reaching the surface, which in416

turn drives further changes in the surface energy budget (figure 1b). Additionally, the atmosphere417

can transmit information (e.g. changes in circulation, or fluxes of water, heat, or clouds) from one418

atmospheric column to another, such that a change in the land surface in one region can, through419

these remote atmospheric feedbacks, influence the surface energy budget in a remote region (figure420

1c).421

1) TOTAL ATMOPSHERIC FEEDBACK422

The differing surface fluxes between simulations where the atmosphere is or is not allowed to re-423

spond result in remarkably different patterns and magnitudes of surface temperature change for the424

same imposed surface property change as described above (figure 3). Because the atmosphere can425

respond to changes in surface fluxes, modifying land albedo, evaporative resistance, and roughness426

can lead to large changes in cloud cover, snow fall, sea ice, and energy transport, all of which can427

feedback on the surface energy fluxes over the land surface.428

We define the total atmospheric feedback on surface climate to be the difference between the429

coupled simulation and the offline simulation (figure 7 – for surface air temperature, this would430

be the difference between the left and right columns of figure 3). For albedo and evaporative431

resistance, the extra-tropics have up to 1K of additional surface warming when the atmosphere432
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is allowed to respond to changes in surface energy fluxes driven by the modified land surface433

properties.434

To identify the strength of the atmospheric feedback – that is, what percent of the total warming435

signal comes from interactions with the atmosphere – we calculate the percent change in a surface436

temperature between the coupled simulation and the offline simulation:437

Feedback Strength =
coupled�offline

|coupled| ⇥100. (1)

For albedo, over 50% of the change in surface temperature comes from interactions with the at-438

mosphere over more than 80% of global, non-glaciated land area, with as much as 75% of the439

temperature response coming from the atmosphere over 28% of land area. This is even larger440

for evaporative resistance, over 50% of the surface temperature increase comes from atmospheric441

feedbacks over 84% of non-glaciated land areas, with increases as large as 75% over 64% of land442

area (figure 8). This suggests that vegetation changes which significantly alter either the color of443

the land surface, or how difficult it is to remove water from the land surface (such as the conver-444

sion of a forest to a grassland) have significant impacts on surface climate due to changes in the445

atmosphere in response to the initial vegetation change – changes which cannot be captured by an446

offline land model simulation.447

2) IMPACT ON GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION448

In addition to changes in temperature driven by changes to the local surface energy budget,449

decreasing albedo and increasing evaporative resistance both drive changes in large-scale atmo-450

spheric circulation, evident by a significant change in northward energy transport by the atmo-451

sphere (figure 9a). When excess energy is absorbed in the northern hemisphere the Hadley Circu-452

lation shifts to move energy from the energy rich northern hemisphere to the southern hemisphere,453

causing the intertropical convergence zone to shift towards the energy rich hemisphere (figure 9b).454
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This response is well documented in slab ocean models (Chiang and Bitz 2005; Kang et al. 2008;455

Swann et al. 2012; Frierson and Hwang 2012; Chiang and Friedman 2012; Laguë and Swann456

2016) and also found in models with dynamical oceans (Broccoli et al. 2006). If such an energy457

gradient is established, we expect to see this large-scale circulation response.458

In the case of albedo, a darker surface directly increases the amount of energy absorbed by the459

land surface. Because the northern hemisphere has more land – in particular, more non-glaciated460

land (we only modify non-glaciated land in this study) – than the southern hemisphere, decreasing461

land albedo globally results in more energy being absorbed by the surface in the northern hemi-462

sphere than in the southern hemisphere. The resulting energy gradient causes a southward shift463

in the Hadley Circulation, evident in the increased southward energy transport across the equator.464

However, decreasing land albedo also has the effect of slightly increasing the energy transport465

from the northern mid-latitudes into the Arctic, leading to high-latitude warming driven by the466

non-local albedo changes in the tropics and mid-latitudes.467

Evaporative resistance, unlike albedo, does not directly change the amount of energy absorbed468

by the surface – rather, it changes the partitioning of energy between sensible and latent heat. As469

such, it is surprising that increasing evaporative resistance drives a large, significant decrease in470

northward energy transport (blue line in figure 9a). We find that increasing evaporative resistance471

drives a decrease in cloud cover over many land areas; this causes in increase in downwelling472

shortwave radiation at the surface, and thus an increase in net shortwave energy absorbed at the473

surface despite no change in surface albedo (supplemental figure 12b, figure 5a). This introduces474

the hemispheric energy imbalance required to drive the observed large-scale shifts in energy trans-475

port.476
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Changing the roughness of the surface has only a weak impact on the total amount of energy477

absorbed by the land, and as such we see only small changes in northward energy transport and478

zonal mean precipitation (orange lines in figure 9).479

3) RESPONSE OVER OCEANS480

Changes in land surface properties drive changes in surface climate not only over the land,481

but also over the oceans. The slab ocean model employed in these simulations allows sea surface482

temperatures (SSTs) and sea surface energy fluxes to respond to changes in the atmosphere (though483

heat transport within the ocean is held fixed). As such, atmospheric signals driven by changes in484

the land surface can propagate over the oceans, impacting SSTs, oceanic clouds, and precipitation,485

and potentially reaching far-removed land surfaces. Unlike the climate response over land regions486

in the fully coupled simulations, where the change in climate may be coming directly from the487

change in the land surface at that grid cell, or from atmospheric responses to remote changes in488

the land surface, the climate response over the ocean must inherently be a remote response to489

changes in the land surface, given that the ocean surface was not directly modified in any of our490

simulations.491

When we make the land surface darker (reduce albedo), there is a large warming response over492

the Arctic Ocean, caused by a strong sea ice feedback where arctic warming leads to loss of sea493

ice, which amplifies high-latitude warming (figure 11). The warming which initially drives the494

sea ice loss is a combination of both local warming from land in the northern high-latitudes, as495

well as from an increase in energy transport into the high northern latitudes (figure 9a). With496

a darker land surface, the increase in absorption of solar radiation over land drives increased air497

temperatures over land; this warming is then advected by the atmosphere, resulting most notably in498

increased SSTs downwind of land masses in the northern hemisphere. In contrast to the northern499
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hemisphere warming over the oceans, in the southern hemisphere the temperature response over500

the cloud decks west of South America, southern Africa, and Australia are near-zero or negative.501

This cooling is caused by an increase in low cloud cover over these regions, which in turn is502

supported by increase subsidence over these low cloud decks (supplemental figure 15). Whether503

the increased subsidence is due to the direct albedo change of the neighboring continent (e.g.504

setting up a local East-West, Walker-like circulation), or is driven by the changes in large-scale505

atmospheric circulation (e.g. increased subsidence as a result of a shifting ITCZ), would require506

further simulations and is not the focus of this study.507

e. Inverse relationship508

Thus far, we have considered the response of various climate variables (e.g. Ts, the surface en-509

ergy budget, clouds) as the change in that climate variable per incremental change in the magnitude510

of a surface property (albedo, evaporative resistance, or roughness); that is, we have considered the511

slope ∂atm
∂ lnd . However, in order to compare the relative impact of changes in different surface prop-512

erty types it would be useful to know how much of a change in each property is needed to cause513

the same amount of temperature response. We can use our simulations to consider the inverse514

relationship ∂ lnd
∂atm. By scaling ∂ lnd

∂atm such that ∂atm = 0.1 K , this relationship can be interpreted515

as the magnitude of global change in some surface property (albedo, evaporative resistance, or516

roughness) required to drive a 0.1 K increase in surface temperature at any particular location (fig-517

ure 10). A similar calculation can be applied to the offline simulations, which do not account for518

any atmospheric feedbacks; in that case, we calculate the local change in surface albedo required519

to drive an 0.1 K change in local surface temperature, with no interaction effects from the local520

atmosphere, and no temperature effects from remote albedo change.521
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In the coupled simulations, only a small change (< 0.0005) in global land surface albedo is522

required to drive 0.1K of warming over 93.2% of land areas (figure 10a). This is well within the523

range of actual surface albedo changes associated with vegetation change, with grass albedos alone524

ranging from 0.16-0.26 (Bonan 2002). In the offline simulations, only 18.5% of land areas achieve525

an 0.1K warming with an albedo change of < 0.0005 in the offline simulations (figure 10d).526

To achieve an 0.1K temperature increase at any given location from global-scale changes in527

evaporative resistance, quite large increases in global evaporative resistance would be required528

(figure 10b). For example, to see 0.1K of warming over southwestern North America, a roughly529

400 s/m increase in global land evaporative resistance would be required - a value larger than530

the difference in evaporative resistance of a wheat field to a forest (Bonan 2015). It should also531

be noted that this type of analysis necessarily assumes linearity, and that the ranges of change in532

evaporative resistance required to drive an 0.1K warming are larger than the range tested (200 s/m)533

in 98% of land areas. The offline simulations require physically unrealistically large changes in534

global land evaporative resistance to drive an 0.1K local temperature (figure 10b), largely because535

the warming in response to increased evaporative resistance is due to atmospheric feedbacks. Only536

in some very wet areas, such as Indonesia, does a change in evaporative resistance translate to a537

substantial temperature change in the offline simulations. Indeed, in many regions (blue in figure538

10e), the relationship between increasing evaporative resistance and surface warming is actually539

negative (but also very weak).540

Decreasing global land surface vegetation height by < 5.0m leads to 0.1K of surface temperature541

change over roughly 33% (41%) of land areas in the coupled (offline) simulations. Modifying542

the surface roughness can lead either to warming or cooling, with smoother surfaces leading to543

warming at lower latitudes, and smoother surfaces leading to cooling at high latitudes (where the544

air is frequently warmer than the surface, particularly during winter, thus turbulent mixing would545
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act to warm rather than cool the surface). Because atmospheric feedbacks play a smaller role in546

the local climate impact of changing vegetation height, the offline map can be interpreted as an547

indicator of where a local change in surface roughness is likely to result in a substantial change in548

local surface temperature.549

f. Caveats and Limitations550

In this study we have established that the feedbacks from the atmosphere are large, comprising551

for example 75% or more of the total response of surface temperature to a change in surface552

resistance over 64% of land area. However, atmospheric feedbacks can be local (a change in the553

atmosphere above some location due to a change in land properties at that location) or remote (a554

change in the atmosphere above some location due to a change in land properties at a different555

location). We can see this effect clearly over the oceans where the climate response must be556

entirely remote, as the surface of the ocean is never directly modified in this study. However557

with our simulations alone, we cannot fully separate the effects of local vs. remote atmospheric558

feedbacks over land because all land areas are perturbed at the same time; doing so will be left for559

future studies.560

We present the response of surface fluxes and temperatures to changes in different land sur-561

face properties. However, the change in the 2m air temperature does not necessarily mirror the562

change in the surface (radiative) temperature of the land surface. This is particularly evident when563

comparing the effect of changes in roughness on surface vs 2m air temperature (figure 11); while564

albedo and evaporative resistance result in warming both of the land surface and the air in the cou-565

pled simulations, the magnitude of surface temperature response to decreasing roughness is much566

larger than that of 2m air temperature.567
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In this study we aim to isolate the effect of individual surface properties on climate, and so in568

each experiment we modify a single land property at a time. When considering the climate impact569

of actual land use change, for example changing from a forest to a grassland, multiple properties570

of the land surface are changed simultaneously. It is possible that modifying multiple surface571

properties at the same time and in different patterns leads to non-linear responses which we have572

not addressed in the results presented here. Additionally, the strength of the atmospheric feedbacks573

presented here are the results on a single atmospheric model (CAM5); other atmospheric models574

could show stronger or weaker responses to changes in the land surface, particularly with regards575

to cloud cover.576

4. Summary and Conclusions577

We evaluated the sensitivity of climate over the land surface to changes in three individual land578

surface properties (albedo, evaporative resistance, and aerodynamic roughness). Changes in land579

albedo result in more absorbed incoming shortwave radiation, which leads to large surface temper-580

atures changes in water-limited regions; temperature changes are small, but changes in latent heat581

flux are large, in regions with ample terrestrial water availability. Albedo has the largest impact582

on surface temperatures in warm, sunny regions in the offline simulations, but much larger and583

spatially broader impacts on surface temperatures across the mid and high latitudes in the coupled584

simulations due to large-scale interactions with the atmosphere. Changes in evapotranspiration do585

not directly effect the amount of energy absorbed by the surface; rather, changes in evapotranspi-586

ration lead to changes in the partitioning between sensible and latent heat fluxes, with increased587

surface temperatures and reduced evaporation when evaporative resistance is increased. Not sur-588

prisingly, changes in evaporative resistance have the largest impact on surface temperature in wet589

areas such as the tropics in the offline simulations, with even larger surface temperature responses590
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in the coupled simulations in extratropical regions with both wet soil and relatively dry air, such591

as south-eastern North America and northern Eurasia. Changes in vegetation height modify the592

aerodynamic resistance of the land surface, and results in a repartitioning of surface energy fluxes593

between turbulent heat fluxes - mostly sensible heat flux - and emitted surface longwave radiation594

(corresponding to changes in surface temperature). Changes in surface roughness have the largest595

impact on surface temperatures in warm, dry regions.596

Davin et al. (2010) (hereafter D2010) used a global climate model to explore the effects of597

global deforestation. Our results are consistent with D2010 that in increases global land surface598

albedo lead to global-scale cooling; the largest temperature changes in their study occur at high lat-599

itudes, while our largest temperature changes occur in mid-latitudes. Additional differences could600

result both from the spatially non-uniform surface changes used in D2010, as well as from model-601

dependency of results. Our work builds upon D2010 in two notable ways: first, by exploring the602

scaling relationship between different magnitudes of change in albedo, evaporative resistance, or603

vegetation height and the resulting climate effect, and second, by quantifying how much of the604

climate response to global changes in each land surface property was the result of atmospheric605

feedbacks.606

When investigating the climate effect of changes in land surface properties, the results are dras-607

tically different between offline land-only simulations driven by non-interactive atmospheric data,608

and simulations which account for interactions and feedbacks with the atmosphere. The response609

of surface temperature to changes in albedo and evaporative resistance are much stronger and have610

a distinctly different pattern in coupled simulations than offline simulations, with over 50% of the611

total temperature change in response to albedo coming from interactions with the atmosphere in612

over 80% of land areas. For surface roughness, the pattern and magnitude of temperature change613

are similar, though not identical, between the coupled and offline simulations. The differences in614
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climate response to the same change in the land surface between the coupled and offline simula-615

tions come from atmospheric feedbacks responding to surface property-driven changes in surface616

energy fluxes. These atmospheric feedbacks include changes in atmospheric temperature, humid-617

ity, cloud cover (which go on to modify the amount of solar radiation reaching the surface), and618

circulation. Some of these circulation responses, such as changes in northward heat transport, are619

large in spatial scale and thus provide a mechanism for surface property changes in one location620

to impact climate over far removed land areas.621

The inverse relationship presented in this paper describes the change in some land surface prop-622

erty required to produce a change in a given climate variable, for example, the change in albedo623

required to drive 1K of surface warming at some location. This approach provides a framework to624

analyze the impacts of land management on different aspects of surface climate. This highlights625

the importance of accounting for local land-atmosphere interaction impacts on climate, and for626

quantifying the impacts of remote land use change on the climate of given region when consider-627

ing the climate impacts of land management in the future.628

The simple land model, SLIM, introduced in this paper provides the ideal framework to assess629

atmospheric responses to prescribed surface perturbations. It allows us to quantify the climate630

impacts of individual land surface properties while knowing exactly what is changing on the land631

surface. We foresee this model being useful in applications such as paleoclimate studies where632

the exact distribution and behavior of vegetation is unknown, studies where the complexity of a633

modern land surface model is not needed, or studies where unexpected feedbacks with complex634

land dynamics could interfere with the intended experiments.635
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atmosphere (with no feedbacks); (b) local atmospheric feedbacks, where changes in the atmosphere above a
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FIG. 2. Example of calculation of the slope ∂atm
∂ lnd for the response of surface temperature to changing surface

albedo at 102.5�W, 42�N. Individual black dots show the annual mean temperature for a single year (30 years

per spun-up simulation) at each of the three albedo levels. The solid red line shows the slope of the response,

while the dashed red lines show 1 standard error around the slope.
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1 Simple Land Interface Model (SLIM) Model Description

1.1 Introduction

The Simple Land Interface Model (SLIM) is a simple land model written to couple with a global

Earth System Model (ESM). In particular, this model is currently written to couple to the Commu-

nity Earth System Model (CESM [Hurrell et al., 2013]) in place of the Community Land Model

(CLM [Lawrence et al., 2018]).
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This simple model bears strong resemblance to some of the early global land surface models,

and draws heavily from the parameterizations set forth in models including the land surface model

of Manabe [1969]; the Biosphere Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS) [Dickinson et al., 1993];

the Land Surface Model version 1 (LSM 1.0) [Bonan, 1996]; and the Land Dynamics Model

(LaD) [Milly and Shmakin, 2002a], which was used as the LM2 land surface model in the GFDL

AM2LM2 model [Anderson et al., 2004].

1.2 Land Surface Model

The simple land model solves a linearized bulk surface energy budget coupled with soil tempera-

tures and bucket hydrology. Various physical properties determine how energy is partitioned within

the surface energy budget (see table 1). Hydrology is represented with a simple “bucket”, which

has a prescribed capacity. Additionally, there is a simple snow model which allows for land-albedo

feedbacks during winter months.

1.2.1 Land Surface Properties

The land model has several properties which are defined by the user for each land point. These

variables are listed in table 1. The variables are provided to the model using a netcdf file provided

by the user, where each value is specified for every terrestrial gridpoint.

The surface albedo is prescribed for four different streams of radiation: visible direct, visible

diffuse, near-infrared direct, and near-infrared diffuse, for both bare-ground (snow-free) and snow-

covered ground. The emissivity " of the ground can be specified. Land surface emissivities range

from 0.9 to 1.0 [Bonan, 2002]; if unspecified, and for the purposes of this study, it is assumed that

" = 1 over all land areas.

In order to calculate temperature profiles within the 10 soil layers, the soil thermal conductivity

 and heat capacity cv must be specified. Over glaciated regions (specified using a user-defined

glacier mask), the thermal resistance and heat capacity of ice rather than soil are used. The bucket

model for hydrology requires a bucket capacity Wmax (the maximum amount of water each gridcell

can hold) and a surface “lid” resistance to evaporation rs. The aerodynamic roughness is calculated
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from the vegetation height hc. A simple snow model is included in SLIM; as snow accumulates on

the land surface, it begins to mask the albedo of the snow-free surface such that the surface albedo

approaches that of snow.

Prescribed Land Properties
Variable Typical

Value
Units Description

↵gvd 0.2 [unitless] Visible direct albedo for bare ground.
↵svd 0.8 [unitless] Visible direct albedo for deep snow.
↵gnd 0.3 [unitless] Near-infrared direct albedo for bare ground.
↵snd 0.6 [unitless] Near-infrared direct albedo for deep snow.
↵gvf 0.2 [unitless] Visible diffuse albedo for bare ground.
↵svf 0.8 [unitless] Visible diffuse albedo for deep snow.
↵gnf 0.3 [unitless] Near-infrared diffuse albedo for bare ground.
↵snf 0.6 [unitless] Near-infrared diffuse albedo for deep snow.
Ms 50 [kg/m2] Snow-masking depth: mass of water required

in snow bucket to fully mask the bare ground
albedo.

rs 100 [s/m] “Lid” resistance to evaporation
Wmax 200 [kg/m2] = [mm] Bucket capacity: maximum amount of water

the soil can hold
hc 0.1-20.0 [m] Vegetation height; used to calculate roughness

lengths for momentum and heat.
emissivity 0.9-1.0 [unitless] Surface emissivity for longwave radiation
glcmask logical [unitless] Mask marking gridcells which should be treated

as glaciers/ice sheets.
soiltk,1d 1.5 [W/m/K] Thermal conductivity of soil (used for whole

column).
soilcv,1d 2.0e6 [J/m3/K] Heat capacity of soil (used for whole column).
glctk,1d 2.4 [W/m/K] Thermal conductivity of ice (used for whole

column where glaciated).
glccv,1d 1.9e6 [J/m3/K] Heat capacity of ice (used for whole column

where glaciated).

Table 1: Typical values for each of the model parameters in SLIM.

1.2.2 Atmospheric Fluxes

At each time step the land model is run, information is required about the state of the atmosphere.

This information can come either from a data atmosphere model (e.g. reanalysis), or from a cou-

pled atmospheric model such as the Community Atmosphere Model [Neale et al., 2012]. The
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variables required from the atmosphere by the land model are given in table 2.

Information required from atmosphere
Variable Units Description
SW

#
nd

[W/m2] Direct, near-infrared incident solar radiation
SW

#
vd

[W/m2] Direct, visible incident solar radiation
SW

#
ni

[W/m2] Diffuse, near-infrared incident solar radiation
SW

#
vi

[W/m2] Diffuse, visible incident solar radiation
LW

# [W/m2] Downwelling longwave radiation
zref [m] height of reference level for atmospheric vari-

ables given at reference height
Tbot [K] Temperature at lowest level of atmosphere
✓ref [K] Potential temperature at reference height
qbot [kg/kg] Specific humidity at lowest level of atmosphere
uref [m/s] Wind speed at reference height
eref [Pa] Vapor pressure at reference height
pbot [Pa] Atmospheric pressure at lowest level of atmo-

sphere
psrf [Pa] Surface pressure
⇢air [kg/m3] Density of air at reference height
cp [J/kg/K] Specific heat of air at constant pressure at refer-

ence height
rain [m/s] liquid precipitation
snow [m/s] frozen precipitation

Table 2: Table of values from the atmospheric model (or data atmosphere) required by the land
model.

1.2.3 Surface Energy Budget

This model solves a linearized surface energy budget (eq 1) to calculate fluxes of energy and water

to the atmosphere at each time step, and to calculate the surface temperature, temperature profile

of the soil column, snow depth, and available water in each gridcell.

SW
# + LW

# = SW
" + LW

" + LH + SH +G (1)

From the atmosphere, the land model receives the amount of downwards solar radiation SW
#

for four radiation streams (visible direct, visible diffuse, near-infrared direct, and near-infrared dif-

fuse), the amount of downwards longwave radiation LW
#, and information about the temperature,
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humidity, and wind speed of the bottom of the atmosphere. The land model calculates the reflected

shortwave radiation SW
", the upwards longwave radiation LW

", the sensible heat flux SH , latent

heat flux LH , and ground heat uptake G.

Equation 1 can be rewritten as

(1� ↵)SW # + "LW
#
� LW

" = LH + SH +G

Rin = LW
" + LH + SH +G

Rnet = LH + SH +G

(2)

where ↵ is the albedo of the surface. LW
" = "�T

4
s

is the longwave radiation emitted by the

surface, which is a function of surface temperature Ts and surface emissitivty ". Rin is the total

absorbed radiative energy at the surface (SWabs +LWabs). Rnet is the net radiative energy coming

into the surface, which must be balanced by the turbulent energy fluxes (latent and sensible heat)

and heat uptake by the land (soil or snow).

Rin can be directly calculated from the surface properties and atmospheric fluxes; LW
" =

"�T
4
s

, LH , SH , and G must each be found by evaluating the land model at each time step. In

order to numerically calculate the balance of these fluxes at each time step, equation 2 is linearized

around the change in surface temperature Ts.

That is, we calculate a ‘first guess’ at a flux (using the surface temperature from the previous

time step), as well as the derivative of that flux with respect to surface temperature. We proceed to

calculate a new surface temperature for the current time step, then update the surface fluxes given

the initial estimate and its derivative with respect to temperature. This is equivalent to taking a

first order Taylor expansion of each surface flux (equation 4), where some flux F at time i + 1 is

approximated by its value at time i and its derivative with respect to surface temperature Ts.
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F (T i+1
s

) = F (T i

s
) +

�F (T i

s
)

�Ts

(T i+1
s

� Ti) +O(T 2) (3)

F (T i+1
s

) ⇡ F (T i

s
) +

�F (T i

s
)

�Ts

(T i+1
s

� T
i

s
) (4)

We solve the surface energy budget by linearizing each term with a first-order Taylor Expansion

with derivatives w.r.t. surface temperature. i.e. for some surface flux S, its value at the i + 1 time

step is its value at the ith time step plus its derivative w.r.t. temperature times the change in surface

temperature:

S
i+1 = S

i +
@S

@Ts

�Ts. (5)

For our longwave radiation, sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, and soil heat flux, this gives:

LW
"i+1 = LW

"i +
@LW

"

@Ts

�Ts (6)

SH
i+1 = SH

i +
@SH

@Ts

�Ts (7)

LH
i+1 = LH

i +
@LH

@Ts

�Ts (8)

G
i+1 = G

i +
@G

@Ts

�Ts (9)

R
i+1
in

= (1� ↵)SW #i+1
� "LW

#i+1 (10)

(11)

Thus, in order to calculate the surface fluxes for the i+ 1 time step, we must first calculate the

change in surface temperature �Ts, and the derivative of each flux with respect to temperature.

1.3 Radiative Fluxes

The longwave radiation LW
" [W/m2] emitted from the surface, and its temperature derivative,

are given by equations 12-13 as a function of the surface temperature at the preceding timestep

T
i

s
, where " is the emissivity of the surface, and � = 5.670373 ⇥ 10�8 W/m2/K4 is the Stefan-

6



Boltzmann constant.

LW
" = "�(T i

s
)4 (12)

�LW
"

�Ts

= 4"�(T i

s
)3 (13)

The absorbed downwards longwave radiation is a direct function of the downwelling longwave

radiation LW
# and the surface emmisivity ". The absorbed shortwave radiation is a function of

the downwelling shortwave radiation SW
# in each of the four radiation streams, and the surface

albedo for each corresponding radiative stream. When a gridcell is free of snow, the bare-ground

albedos are used. When there is snow on the ground (S, [kg/m2]), a blend of the bare-ground

and snow-covered albedos are used, following equation 14 (this is the default implementation of

snow-covered ground albedo in Anderson et al. [2004], Milly and Shmakin [2002b]). A snow-

masking factor Ms [kg] is used to define how steeply the bare-ground albedo should approach the

snow-covered ground albedo (figure 1). A typical value of Ms used in SLIM is 50 kg/m2, which

corresponds to roughly 25cm of snow (assuming a snow density of 200 kg/m3, typical of settled

snow [Paterson, 1994]),

↵j =

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

↵soil,j S = 0

(1� S

S+Ms
)↵soil,j +

S

S+Ms
↵snow,j 0 < S < Ms

↵snow,j S > Ms.

(14)

So, the total amount of incoming radiative energy from the atmosphere at each time step can

be directly calculated as

R
i+1
in

=
X

j

(1� ↵j)SW
#i+1
j

+ "LW
#i+1 (15)

for the four shortwave radiative streams j.
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Figure 1: The albedo of a snow-covered gridcell as function of snow mass.

1.4 Turbulent Heat Fluxes

The calculation of the turbulent heat fluxes (sensible and latent heat) relies on Monin-Obukhov

theory [Monin and Obukhov, 1954]. Using the temperature, humidity, and wind speed of the

bottom of the atmosphere, along with the temperature and humidity at the surface, the flux of heat

and water can be calculated. These fluxes are influenced by the roughness of the land surface.

The vegetation height hc [m] provided by the surface property netcdf file is used to calculate a

displacement height d (equation 16), a roughness length for momentum z0m (equation 17), and a

roughness length for heat z0h (equation 18).

d = 0.7hc (16)

z0m = 0.1hc (17)

z0h = 0.1z0m (18)

The above roughness lengths are used to calculate an Obukhov Length L, which in turn is

8



used with the atmospheric temperature, humidity, and wind speed at the lowest atmospheric level

to calculate an aerodynamic resistance for momentum ram, heat rah, and moisture raw (in [s/m]).

The Obukhov Length is calculated iteratively, with an initial estimate L0 used to calculate the

next estimate L1. In order to calculate the Obukhov Length, two intermediate fuctions  m (for

momentum) and  h (for heat) are required (equations 20-21).

y = (1� 16x)0.25 (19)

 m(x) =

8
>><

>>:

2 log(1+y

2 ) + log(1+y
2

2 )� 2 arctan(y) + ⇡

2 if x < 0

�5x if x � 0

(20)

 h(x) =

8
>><

>>:

2 log(1+y
2

2 ) if x < 0

�5x if x � 0

(21)

We use the reference level (typically 10m) atmospheric winds uref , temperature tref , and water

vapour qref , the surface temperature ts and water vapour qs, as well as the dimensionless von

Kármán constant  = 0.4. Surface winds are assumed to be zero.

u
⇤ =

uref

log( zref�d

z0m
)�  m(

zref�d

L0
) +  m(

z0m
L0

)
(22)

t
⇤ =

(tref � ts)

log( zref�d

z0h
)�  h(

zref�d

L0
) +  h(

z0h
L0

)
(23)

q
⇤ =

(qref � qs)

log( zref�d

z0h
)�  h(

zref�d

L0
) +  h(

z0h
L0

)
(24)

t
⇤
v
= t

⇤ + 0.61tsq
⇤ (25)

✓v = ✓ref (1 + 0.61qref ) (26)
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Equations 22-26 are then used to make a new estimate of the Obukhov length,

L1 =
u
⇤2
✓v

gt⇤
v

. (27)

Additionally, we limit the Obukhov Length to keep it within a range that gives reasonable flux

values, in the following manner; this capping is common in land models [Anderson et al., 2004,

Lawrence et al., 2018].

⇣0 =
zref � d

L1
(28)

⇣ =

8
>><

>>:

min(2, ⇣0) if ⇣0 � 0

max(�2, ⇣0) if ⇣0 < 0

(29)

L1 =
zref � d

⇣
(30)

The above equations are iterated over until the difference between L0 and L1 is small, up to a

maximum of 40 iterations per time step. If the above fails to converge in 40 iterations, the value of

L1 with the smallest difference from its corresponding L0 is used.

Using the final value of L1, final values of u⇤ and t
⇤ are obtained, which are used to calculate

the aerodynamic resistance of momentum ram and heat rah (in units of [s/m]). We also calculate

the aerodynamic resistance for moisture (raw), by combining the evaporative resistance for heat

with the prescribed evaporative resistance rs that the user directly controls (comparable to a bulk

stomatal resistance for a canopy - this is how the user directly controls how difficult it is to evap-

orate water out of the bucket). The aerodynamic resistances require the use of several variables

from the atmospheric reference height zref (such as wind speed and air temperature):

ram =
uref

u⇤u⇤ (31)

rah =
✓ref � Ts

u⇤T ⇤ (32)

raw = rs + rah. (33)
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The sensible heat flux SH [W/m2] is a function of the difference between the surface temper-

ature T
i

s
and the potential air temperature at the reference height ✓i

ref
, as well as the roughness

length for heat:

SH = cp,air(T
i

s
� ✓

i

ref
)
⇢air

ra,h
(34)

�SH

�Ts

= cp,air
⇢air

ra,h
(35)

(where cp,air is the heat capacity of air and ⇢air is the density of air).

The latent heat flux LH [W/m2] is a function of the difference between the surface humidity

and the humidity in the atmosphere. It is further impacted by the evaporative resistance rs, the

aerodynamic resistance rah, and another term, �, which accounts for bucket fullness (equation 36).

� = min

✓
water

0.75⇥Wmax

, 1.0

◆
(36)

� is used to increase evaporative resistance under dry soil conditions. When the bucket is more

than 75% full (ie the soil is moist), � = 1 (no additional resistance). When the bucket is less

than 75% full, � decreases linearly from 1 to 0; the smaller the � term, the larger the resistance to

evaporation.

The effective resistance of the land is a combination of the prescribed “lid” resistance rs, the

aerodynamic resistance due to the surface roughness rah (see equation 33), and the � value associ-

ated with how dry the soil is.

LH = ⇢air�(q
i

s
� q

i

ref
)
�

ra,w
(37)

�LH

�Ts

= ⇢air�
�qs

�Ts

�

ra,w
(38)

In equation 38, ⇢air is the density of air, � is the latent heat of vaporization (or sublimation, if
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temperatures are below freezing), qs is the surface humidity, qref is the atmospheric humidity at

some reference height, and Ts is the surface temperature. qs, qref , and Ts are taken from the

preceding time step i. Note that if the latent heat flux term attempts to evaporate (or sublimate)

more water than is available in the combined water and snow buckets, the latent heat flux term is

set to the total water plus snow available, and �LH

�Ts
= 0, and the excess energy that would have

been used by LH if more water were available is instead partitioned to SH.

1.4.1 Ground Heat Flux

The change in heat uptake by the soil �G

�Ts
requires solving the full temperature profile of the soil

column. It is calculated using the energy imbalance of the other surface fluxes:

dG

dTs

=
@

@Ts

�
Rin � (LW " + LH + SH)

�

= �
@

@Ts

LW
"
�

@

@Ts

LH �
@

@Ts

SH,

(39)

Heat transfer through the soil column is then calculated to get a new temperature for each soil

layer, and a new surface temperature (section 1.4.3). Once the change in soil temperature at each

soil layer (and specifically, the change in surface temperature Ts) is found, the total soil heat uptake

G is given by

G
i+1 = G

i +
dG

dTs

(T i+1
s

� T
i

s
), (40)

where G
i is the energy flux into the soil at the previous time step i, dG

dTs
is the derivative of the

energy flux into the soil with respect to temperature Here, G includes both the energy used to

warm/cool the soil as well as any energy used to melt snow (G = Gsoil +Gsnow).

1.4.2 Hydrology

Water enters the land system by falling from the atmosphere as snow or rain. Water can fill up the

bucket in each gridcell up to the bucket capacity Wmax; if the amount of water in a gridcell exceeds

Wmax, the excess is moved into runoff. At present, the runoff is discarded; if this model were run

coupled to a dynamic ocean model, runoff water should be routed through an appropriate river-
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runoff scheme and added to the ocean model. Water is removed from the bucket either through

runoff or evaporation (latent heat flux).

Snow can also fall onto grid cells. There is no limit on the amount of snow which can be

held on a gridcell (note - this means snow accumulates indefinitely over the ice caps - a glacier

calving scheme would need to be implemented to counteract this effect if it was undesirable for

some application). The heat flux into the land G can be used to melt snow; melted snow flows into

the water bucket.

1.4.3 Soil Temperatures

In order to solve equation 2, we must find �Ts. That is, we must calculate the new surface tem-

perature. There are 10 soil layers in this model, with the midpoints of each soil layer given by

equation 41:

zi = �0.025 ⇤ (exp(0.5 ⇤ (i� 0.5))� 1.0) i 2 1, 10. (41)

The maximum soil depth is roughly 3.5m.

Soil temperatures are calculated using a simple heat diffusion equation through the soil layers,

with a zero-flux bottom boundary condition (no energy can go in or out of the soil column through

the bottom) and an upper boundary condition given by the Gsoil term in the surface energy budget

equation. Since the water in the bucket hydrology model is effectively isolated from the soil

column, the amount of water in a given gridcell doesn’t influence the soil thermal properties.

Thus, in addition to the prescribed heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the soil, there is a

fixed density of freezable water in each soil layer, which is not coupled to the amount of water

actually present and available for evaporation in that gridcell. The soil does have a fixed density of

freezable water in each layer (set by default to 300 kg/m3). That is, the thin layers near the surface

have a small amount of water in the soil layer which can be frozen/thawed using heat in that soil

layer, while the deeper soil layers have a larger total volume of water available to freeze/thaw. This

water is always present, and interacts with the soil only in a thermal manner. The water in the soil

layers does not interact with the hydrology portion of the model - that is, it is not moved up and
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down between soil layers, and cannot be evaporated. The primary reason to include this freezable

water in each soil layer is to allow the model to have a more realistic timescale of soil temperature

change during spring and fall at high latitudes, where it takes time for the ground to freeze and

thaw. This is comparable to the representation of water and soil in the LM2 model [Anderson

et al., 2004].

We use the surface energy fluxes to update the soil temperature at each layer n = 1 : N in the

soil column, using the equation for heat diffusion:

cv,n
@T

@t
= �

@F

@z
, (42)

which can be re-arranged as

@T = �
�t

cv,n�zn
(Fin � Fout). (43)

In eq 43, T is the temperature [K], �t is the time step [s], cv,n is the heat capacity of the n
th layer

[J/m3
/K], �zn is the thickness of soil layer n [m], and Fin and Fout are, respectively, the fluxes

of energy into the top of and out of the bottom of the n
th soil layer [W/m

2].

At each soil layer, the fluxes into and out of each soil layer are given by:

Fn =

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

Rin � (LW " + LH + SH) n = 0 (top)

�x,n
(Tn�Tn+1)
(zn�zn+1)

n = 1 : (N � 1)

0 n = N (zero-flux bottom).

(44)

where LW
", LH , and SH are the linearized surface fluxes.

Representing each soil layer with the fluxes of energy into and out of that soil layer results in a

tri-diagonal matrix which we solve using the Thomas Algorithm. We start at the bottom of the soil

column and sweep up the matrix to solve for an initial estimate of surface temperature Ts. If there

is no snow on the ground, or if there is snow on the ground, but Ts is below freezing, that Ts is used

to complete the downwards sweep of the matrix and calculate the remaining soil temperatures. If
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the estimated surface temperature is above freezing and there is snow on the ground, the surface

temperature is set to 0°C, and the difference between the predicted surface temperature and 0°C is

used to melt snow. If there is still snow left after all the energy from the temperature difference

is used, the surface temperature is kept at 0°C, and the downwards sweep of the matrix is used

to calculate the temperature of the remaining soil layers. If there is enough energy associated

with the difference in the predicted surface temperature and 0°C, all the snow is melted and the

remaining energy is converted back to a temperature to calculate a modified Ts, which is then used

to solve for the remaining soil temperatures. This representation of snow melt is comparable to

that used in the LM2 model [Anderson et al., 2004]. The energy used to melt snow is saved as

Gsnow = snowmelt ⇥ hfus. A similar procedure is used to calculate the temperature profile of

glaciated gridcells, but using the thermal properties of ice rather than soil.

After the soil temperatures have been calculated, we set the temperature of the top soil layer to

be the surface temperature Ts (the topmost soil layer is very thin).

1.4.4 Water Accounting

Water enters the bucket via either rain (liquid precipitation) or snow melt. The bucket has a pre-

scribed capacity; by default, the bucket capacity is 200 kg/m2 (as in the LM2 code [Anderson et al.,

2004]), but this can be modified to vary spatially by the user. Water can leave the bucket through

evaporation (latent heat flux) or runoff (if the bucket exceeds capacity).

Snow accumulation is unlimited. Snow is added to the snow ‘bucket’ via snowfall (frozen pre-

cipitation) from the atmosphere. Snow can leave the snow bucket via either sublimation (directly

to the atmosphere) or snow melt (to the water bucket on the land). Because snow accumulation

is not limited by any ‘capacity’, this has the consequence that over glaciated regions, snow can

accumulate indefinitely. Because the land/atmosphere/slab-ocean system does not conserve water,

this is not a problem (the atmosphere doesn’t see any physical height to the snow), but if a dynamic

ocean were used, a calving-scheme would need to be implemented to deposit ice into the ocean at

high latitudes. This is similar to the implementation of snow in LM2 [Anderson et al., 2004].
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1.5 Model behavior comparison with CLM

To demonstrate the general behavior of SLIM, we present a comparison of SLIM with CLM5

[Lawrence et al., 2018], forced with GSWP3 reanalysis data, repeating the data from year 2001-

2010 for 50 years. Results shown are the average of the last 30 years of the simulations (allowing 20

years of model spin-up). CLM is run in bgc mode (interactive biogeochemistry) with an 1850 map

of vegetation. The pattern of vegetation height for SLIM is derived from the last 30 years of the

CLM5 simulation. The pattern of evaporative resistance is derived from the stomatal conductance,

saved from the CLM5 simulation. The stomatal conductance in CLM5 is calculated separately

for sunlit and shaded leaves; we weight the conductance by the leaf area of sunlit and shaded

leaves then convert to units of resistance. The four streams of radiation impacted by surface albedo

(visible/near-infrared direct/diffuse) are calculated from the summertime surface albedo of CLM5

(to avoid imposing any pattern of seasonal snow cover). Gridcells which have over 50% glacier

cover in CLM5 are defined as glaciers in SLIM, and thus use the thermal properties of ice and

albedo of snow.

Only summertime conductance and albedo values are used for each hemisphere (June, July,

August in the Northern Hemisphere, and December, January, February in the Southern Hemi-

sphere), but the resulting maps of surface conductance and albedo are fixed throughout the year

in the SLIM simulations, while the CLM albedo can vary as leaf area and soil moisture change.

Snow cover can modify this base-line albedo throughout the year in both SLIM and CLM5, but

the snow-free albedo in the SLIM simulations has no seasonal cycle, nor does the evaporative re-

sistance. The snow-masking depth is fixed to 50 kg/m2 everywhere in this SLIM simulation (and

is not a function of vegetation height, as it is in CLM).

As such, we do not expect SLIM to produce a surface climate identical to that of CLM; rather,

we demonstrate that even with this fairly crude approximation of the vegetation patterns of CLM,

SLIM can still produce surface temperatures and fluxes comparable to those from the much more

complex CLM.

The annual mean temperature of SLIM is comparable to that of CLM in most regions (figure
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SLIM SLIM – CLM5

Annual Mean 2m Air Temperature

Figure 2: Annual mean 2m air temperature in the SLIM model (left), and the difference between
SLIM and CLM5 (right). Both land models are forced with GSWP3 2001-2010 reanalysis.

2). Portions of the northern high latitudes are over 1K cooler in SLIM than CLM, largely due

to SLIM having a much brighter snow albedo over non-glaciated regions. Over the interior of

Antarctica, sensible heat fluxes are slightly (10 W/m2) too high and longwave fluxes are too low

(figure 3). Albedo differences along the Antarctic coast (non-glaciated regions, where albedo is

calculated as a combination of ground albedo and snow) additionally contribute to differences in

surface temperature and surface energy fluxes.

Parts of the tropics and mid-latitudes are too hot (notably the Saraha/Sahel region of Africa,

and the Tibetan plateau; figure ??). Over the Tibetan plateau, SLIM has a lower albedo (is darker),

contributing to the warmer surface temperatures (figure 4). Over the Sahara, sensible heat fluxes

are too low (perhaps because of surface roughness differences) resulting in warmer surface tem-

peratures. In sub-saharan Africa, indeed in most of the tropics, latent heat fluxes are much lower

than in CLM, which are roughly compensated for by sensible heat fluxes which are higher than in

CLM (figure 3). That is, with the maps of surface properties used in this simulation of SLIM, the

evaporative fraction is much lower than that of CLM. Seasonal cycles are shown for four locations

with very different climates: the Sahara, the Amazon, Siberia, and the Great Plains (figure 5). The

seasonal cycle of temperature is very similar between SLIM and CLM (figure 6), as the seasonal

temperature differences driven by the atmospheric forcing data are much larger than the difference

in temperature produced by the land models themselves. The differences between SLIM and
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Annual mean surface energy fluxes
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SLIM SLIM – CLM5

Figure 3: Annual mean surface energy budget: net flux of shortwave raidation (row 1), net flux of
longwave radiation (row 2), sensible heat flux (row 3), and latent heat flux (row 4) for the SLIM
model (left column), and the difference between SLIM and CLM5 (right column).
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Annual mean land albedo 

Figure 4: Annual mean land albedo for visible direct radiation (row 1), visible diffuse radiation
(row 2), near-infrared direct radiation (row 3), and near-infrared diffuse radiation (row 4) for the
SLIM model (left column), and the difference between SLIM and CLM5 (right column).
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Figure 5: Locations used for seasonal cycle plots: Sahara: 23.7°N, 12.5°E (orange); Siberia:
65.4°N, 150°E (blue); Great Plains: 42.6°N, 92.5°W (pink); Amazon: 4.7°S, 65°W (green).

SiberiaSahara

Great Plains Amazon

Climatological 2m Air Temperature in SLIM and CLM5

Figure 6: Seasonal cycle of 2m air temperature [K] over 4 locations in SLIM (solid lines) and
CLM5 (dash-dot lines). The climatological cycle is shown in black lines, while individual years
are show in gray.
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SiberiaSahara

Great Plains Amazon

Climatological surface energy fluxes in SLIM and CLIM5

SLIM
CLM5

Figure 7: Seasonal cycle of the individual terms of the surface energy budget [W/m2] over 4
locations in SLIM (solid lines) and CLM5 (dash-dot lines). The net flux of shortwave radiation
(absorbed shortwave) is shown in yellow; net longwave radiation (positive upwards) is shown in
purple; sensible heat (positive upwards) is shown in red; latent heat (positive upwards) is shown in
blue; ground heat flux (heat uptake by soil or snow) is shown in brown.

CLM in individual terms of the surface energy budget are much larger than the differences in tem-

perature, mostly coming from a difference in evaporative fraction: when latent heat flux in SLIM

is lower than in CLM, sensible heat flux tends to be higher (figure 7).

The seasonal cycle of soil temperatures is physically consistent with our intuition (figure 8).

In all areas, the peak in surface soil temperatures occurs in summer, with the peak in deep soil

temperatures lagging. Deep soils are cooler than surface soils in summer, and warmer than surface

soils in winter, as we would expect, with the ground taking up heat during warm summer months

and releasing heat during cold winter months. The soil properties of all non-glaciated land areas

in SLIM are identical in this simulation. The diurnal temperature profile of soil temperatures is

also consistent with our physical expectation, with surface soil temperatures having a large diurnal

temperature cycle and deep soils having no diurnal temperature cycle, and surface soil temperatures

peak a few hours after local noon (figure 9).
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Sahara Siberia

Great Plains Amazon

Seasonal cycle of soil temperature in the SLIM model by depth

Figure 8: Seasonal cycle of soil temperature over 4 locations in SLIM, as a function of soil depth
(darker lines are closer to the surface, lighter lines are deeper in the soil).
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Average July diurnal soil temperature cycle 

Sahara

Great Plains Amazon

Siberia

Figure 9: Diurnal cycle of soil temperature (averaged over all July days in a single year) over 4
locations in SLIM, as a function of soil depth (darker lines are closer to the surface, lighter lines
are deeper in the soil). Local noon is indicated by the vertical dashed gray line.
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SLIM executes over 98% faster than CLM.
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2 Supplemental Figures
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Figure 10: Surface temperature response to changing surface properties, but with a smaller range
to better show spatial pattern of temperature response in offline simulations only. Annual mean
scaled surface temperature Ts response [K] for the offline simulations, per 0.04 darkening of the
surface albedo (a), 50 s/m increase in evaporative resistance (b), and 5.0 m decrease in vegetation
height (c). Cyan regions (�Ts < 0.1) indicate regions where the temperature cooled substantially
in response to the prescribed surface change.
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Downwelling Shortwave Radiation at Surface

Figure 11: Annual mean downwelling shortwave radiation at the surface [W/m2] in the ‘baseline’
simulation (albedo = 0.2, evaporative resistance = 50 s/m, vegetation height = 0.1 m).
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Figure 12: Change in shortwave cloud forcing (left) and longwave cloud forcing (right) per 0.04
decrease in albedo (a,d), 50 s/m increase in evaporative resistance (b,e), and 5 m decrease in
vegetation height (c,f). Stippling indicates statistically insignificant regions (p > 0.05).
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Figure 13: Change September ice fraction per (a) 0.04 decrease in land albedo, (b) 50 s/m increase
in land surface evaporative resistance, and (c) 5m decrease in land surface vegetation height. Stip-
pling indicates regions which are not significant (p > 0.05).
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Figure 14: Seasonal change in surface temperature Ts per 5.0 m decrease in vegetation height in
the coupled (left) and offline (right) simulations. Stippling indicates insignificant changes with
p¿0.05.
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Figure 15: Annual mean change in cloud fraction per 0.04 decrease in surface albedo for (a) high
(400 hpa - top of model), (b) medium (700-400 hpa) and (c) low (surface - 700 hpa) clouds per 0.4
decrease in surface albedo. Stippling indicates insignificant changes with p>0.05. Horizontal blue
lines show the region where subsidence was analyzed (not shown).
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